The set of sum rules for a wide class of nonminimal Higgs models has been obtained. Difficulties and ways for revealing the possibilities of studying extended Higgs models at colliders have been revealed with the use of these sum rules and recent LHC results. New methods of studying multidoublet Higgs models with various symmetry groups have been applied to solve problems of classification of these groups, breaking of symmetries in vacuum, etc. A method for the determination of masses and spins of dark matter particles D and their partners via the energy spectrum of a lepton in the e + e − → DDW + W − process has been proposed. The possibility of the existence of strongly interacting dark matter has been revealed. 
Introduction
Nonminimal models of electroweak symmetry breaking -models with additional Higgs bosons -are discussed in this work with the focus on difficulties and possibilities of the experimental observation of new particles predicted in such theories taking into account recent data on the properties of the Higgs boson obtained at the LHC (Sections 2-5). A special variant of a Two Higgs Doublet Model-the inert doublet model (IDM)-naturally introduces candidates for dark matter particles. A method for the measurement of the masses of these particles at the ILC linear collider has been discussed. It is found that strongly interacting dark matter can exist within this model (Sections 6 and 7). The parameters of the potential of the IDM vary in the process of cooling of the Universe in the postinflation era and the phase states of the Universe can change so that, after the usually discussed phase transition breaking electroweak symmetry, the Universe can undergo an additional first order phase transition or a pair of second order phase transitions at fairly low temperatures with a rich structure of critical fluctuations (Sections 8 and 9).
Higgs Models
The electroweak theory describes experimental data well. To complete the development of the theory, it remained to reveal how electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) occurs.
After the detection of the Higgs boson with the mass M h = 125 GeV [1] , the physics community believes that EWSB is due to the Higgs mechanism with the Lagrangian
Here L SM gf describes the standard SU(2) × U(1) interaction of the gauge bosons and fermions, L Y is the Yukawa interaction of fermions with scalar Higgs fields φ i , and the last two terms describe the Higgs fields (T = i (D µ φ i )(D µ φ i ) † /2 is the standard kinetic term and V is the Higgs potential).
The minimal variant (Standard Model) includes one fundamental Higgs field φ (weak isodoublet) and V = −m 2 (φ † φ)/2 + λ(φ † φ) 2 /2. The field φ has four degrees of freedom. After EWSB, three components of this field remain massless. These are Goldstone modes, which become the longitudinal components of gauge fields. One component is manifested as a scalar Higgs boson whose mass is an almost arbitrary parameter of the theory. The coupling constants of the Higgs boson with fundamental particles are unambiguously determined.
The same EWSB mechanism can also be implemented in nonminimal models containing several fundamental Higgs fields φ i . They allows the natural description of the CP symmetry breaking and flavor changing neutral currents, as well as the introduction of candidates for dark matter particles, etc. (Such models naturally appear in, e.g., models of broken supersymmetry for the description of reality: MSSM, nMSSM, etc.). Models nHDM + pHSnM containing n scalar isodoublets and p scalar isosinglets will be specially considered below. (The Higgs sectors in MSSM and nMSSM have the form 2HDM and 2HDM + 1HSnM, respectively.)
• The relative coupling constants of gauge bosons V = W m Z, leptons and quarks f with the neutral Higgs boson h a are the ratios of the observed constant values to the respective values in the Standard Model (SM):
(2a)
The nonminimal Higgs models include additional interactions of scalar and vector bosons. In models with one charged Higgs boson H ± , the quantities
are introduced.
• SM-like situation. After EWSB, new fundamental fields appear in the form of a set of charged and neutral scalar Higgs bosons H and ha. The observation of these new bosons will be the main indication of the realization of nonminimal models. The deviation of the coupling constant values from their values in the Standard Model will be a preliminary signal of the realization of such a model.
In view of this circumstance, the following question arises. Let the experimental situation at a certain time be indistinguishable within the experimental accuracy from that predicted by the Standard Model; i.e., only one Higgs boson is detected and its interactions with fundamental particles within the experimental accuracy ε exp do not differ from the predictions of the Standard Model:
This situation is called by us the SM-like situation [2] . Is this compatible with the realization of some nonminimal theory? What are the "simplest" experiments that make it possible to distinguish these possibilities?
The SM-like situation in the nonminimal model can occur if additional Higgs bosons are very heavy and are coupled only weakly with usual matter (decoupling limit). In [2] it was found that, at the experimental accuracy expected at the LHC, which was being built at that time, and at the planned linear e + e − collider, even the simplest nonminimal model 2HDM with the special choice of the Yukawa interaction 2HDM-II (as in MSSM) allows several possibility windows significantly differing from the decoupling limit and implementing the SM-like situation. It is clear that such windows exist in other models as well. (At the same time, study of the production of the Higgs boson at a photon collider will promote the choice between the models [2] .)
Successful experiments (decrease in ε exp ) reduce the region of the allowed parameters of nonminimal model (3) .
The LHC experiments indicate the realization of the SM-like situation [1] , [3] (with inaccuracies much larger than those discussed in [2] ). The world physics community is now actively seeking such possibilities and probable signals of deviations from the Standard Model in future experiments.
Different variants of the model differ in the form of the Yukawa interaction L Y .
Owing to the presence of two fields with identical quantum numbers in the model, the same physical reality can be described by different forms of the Lagrangian. They can be transformed to each other by a global linear transformation of the fundamental Higgs fields (generalized rotationφ 1 , φ 2 → φ ′ 1 , φ ′ 2 ) with the appropriate variation of the parameters of the potential (reparameterization (RPa) invariance). The mentioned rotation is described by three (gauge) parameters. Consequently, it is sufficient to determine 11 significant parameters for the complete description of the model.
The potential has a minimum at certain values φ i of classical fields. The isotopic direction corresponding to the neutral field along the lower component of the weak isospinor φ i is usually chosen. Correspondingly, the minimum conserving the charge has the form
Under RPa rotation, the ratio v 2 /v − 1 = tan β varies and v = v 
sin β e
with the appropriate change in the parameters of the potential λ i → Λ i (below, the subscript H will be omitted). The potential can be represented in the form including the mass of the charged Higgs (6) with the appropriate change in the parameters Λ i .
Then, the fields are expanded in terms of deviations from the vacuum average:
Here, G ± and G 0 are the Goldstone fields transformed to the longitudinal components of massive gauge fields W ± and Z (they are omitted below), H ± are the charged Higgs fields with the mass M ± , and neutral Higgs fields h a are formed from neutral components η i :
The elements of the mixing matrix R i a are real valued. A similar relation can certainly be written in any RPa basis. The advantage (for analysis) of the Higgs basis is that the measurable physical quantities, coupling constants (2) are directly expressed in terms of R i a : χ
(10) (The phases of the quantities χ (a) H ± W ∓ , i.e., the ratios R 3 a /R 2 a , cannot be fixed because of the presence of phase freedom in the definition of fields in Eq. (7), but their relative phases are unambiguously defined. In particular, the gauge of this phase can be fixed by the requirement that one of the parameters χ (a)
The direct consideration of Eq. (7) makes it possible to verify that the parameters of the model are classified into two groups. The parameters in the first group
2 ) are completely determined by the masses of scalar particles and their coupling constants with gauge bosons. The remaining parameters (Λ 3 , Λ 7 , Λ 2 ) cannot be determined without the measurement of triple and quadruple interactions of Higgs bosons (the H + H − h a and H + H − H + H − vertices are the best candidates for these interactions). Furthermore, even at moderate masses of Higgs bosons, a scenario with large Λ 2 values is possible (strong interaction in the Higgs sector, which should be studied separately [6] ). This is the difference from the Standard Model, where the physical Higgs boson disappears under the strong coupling conditions and the width of the Higgs boson becomes comparable to its mass.
The orthogonality of the mixing matrix means that
These relations together with (10) can be represented in the form of the sum rules [6] a)
4 Sum rules and possibilities of future experiments
The presented method of obtaining sum rules makes it possible to expand these rules to much wider classes of models.
• Sum rule (11a) is well known in 2HDM [7, 2, 8] and means that the masses of gauge bosons are determined by the Higgs mechanism of EWSB. For this reason, sum rule (11a) is valid in any nonminimal Higgs model both such that χ 
Z (e.g., models with additional isosinglet and (or) isotriplet Higgs fields) [9] .
Sum rules (11b) and relation (11c) are formulated for the first time. They are valid for all models whose physical sector includes only one charged Higgs boson (H ± ). These are models including two isodoublets and p isosinglets, 2HDM + pHSnM, in particular, nMSSM.
Sum rules (11a)-(11c) describe the Higgs sector of theory at any type of (Yukawa) interaction with fermions. Sum rules are known for (generally complex) coupling constants of a certain fermion (quark or lepton) f with neutral Higgs bosons χ 
• We found that these sum rules are extended for the nHDM + pHSnM models with arbitrary n and p values if weak isoscalar fields are not coupled to fermions and without additional limitations for the form of the Yukawa interaction [9] . To prove this statement, let us write the general interaction of the fermion f with the fundamental Higgs isodoublet in the form ∆L Y = j g jfψ † φ j ψ f . The simple reparameterization φ Relations between Yukawa constants for different fermions appear only under special assumptions on the structure of this interaction.
• On the strategy of search for new Higgs bosons at colliders in the SM-like situation.
The main problem of the verification of nonminimal models is search for new neutral Higgs bosons h a with masses M a and widths Γ a (we consider new Higgs bosons different from the already detected one, a = 1, and having masses M a > 150 GeV). In various particular models, such problems have been discussed for many years, as a rule, for certain masses of these particles. Until recently, it was commonly expected that the properties of this boson h a are close to those of the would be standard Higgs boson in the Standard Model with approximately the same mass. In view of the SM-like situation, these expectations are unjustified in any nonminimal model. Decay channels and widths Γ a a of Higgs bosons h a . In the Standard Model, the main contribution to the width of the Higgs boson with masses larger than 150 GeV comes from the decays h → W + W − and h → ZZ. These decays would give the main signal of the detection of the CP even Higgs boson. According to sum rule (11a), the coupling constants of new Higgs bosons h a are small. Therefore, the detection of bosons h a through their decays into gauge bosons is highly improbable (while detection through decays into quarks is difficult because of a large background). For the same reason, the widths Γ a at Ma < 350 GeV are very small in any nonminimal Higgs model. In this case, the main decay channel is again h a →bb with very large background; consequently, the detection of each h a is a difficult problem.
At Ma > 350 GeV, the h a →tt decay channel is open. Sum rule (12) includes the coupling constants χ (a) t , which are generally complex. The smallness of the sum
t ) 2 can be ensured at large individual terms (e.g., one is real and the other is imaginary). Such an example occurs in 2HDM-II at tan β < 1 (values tan β < 1/7 should be excluded because this is the region of strong Yukawa interaction, where perturbative estimates are invalid). In this case, the ratios Γ a /M a at least for a pair of bosons h a can be non small and be approximately equal to each other [9] . At tan β 1, the total width Γ a is small at any mass M a . Production of the CP even Higgs boson through a gauge vertex was until recently assumed to ensure the best signal/background ratio and the least inaccuracy in the measurement of its parameters: W fusion at the LHC, e + e − → Zh a and e + e − → ννh a at the ILC, and eγ → νW − h a , γγ → W + H − h a at the PLC (photon collider). In view of Eq. (3), it follows from sum rules (11a) for all models with any set of their parameters that experiments on the search for additional Higgs bosons at the LHC and linear collider in such processes cannot be successful [9] (such results were obtained till now only at some sets of parameters in separate models (see, e.g., recent works [10] ).
Processes of production of the Higgs boson together with the t quark and through the loop vertex at the LHC (gg → tth a , gg → h a ) and at photon collider (γγ → h a , eγ → eh a ) require a separate discussion.
• Sum rules (11b) and relations (11) show that search for Higgs bosons h a can be successful in the
Multidoublet and other models
By construction, most of the nonminimal models are symmetric under a certain group of global transformations, which can concern both the scalar and fermion sectors of a model. Spontaneous symmetry breaking can be responsible for candidates to dark matter particles, CP violation, etc. Despite importance of symmetries and numerous phenomenological studies, it was unknown till now what symmetry groups can appear in such models, how these symmetries can be broken, how they are manifested in the scalar and fermion sectors, and what their phenomenological consequences are. Only the simplest variants have been analyzed.
Most of the arising problems in a very wide class of models were solved in [11] - [21] , where new results were obtained and new methods for analyzing these models were developed. These methods are often much more efficient than traditional approaches and sometimes reveal some imperfections of these approaches.
A. The problem of classification of symmetry groups within the scalar sector was studied for theories with a given set of additional scalar fields. This problem was previously [12] . This problem was completely solved for 3HDM [14, 16] . In the process of solution, a method for analysis of Abelian symmetries was developed on the basis of normal Schmidt forms, which is appropriate for any models with new complex fields.
A class of always broken symmetries called frustrated was described [11] . A new geometric method of the minimization of potentials with such symmetries was proposed [17] . This method is sometimes better than more standard methods.
Geometric CP breaking in multidoublet models was analyzed [20] . B. Scalar candidates to dark matter particles with unusual quantum numbers naturally appear in multidoublet models [13] . A new convenient criterion that cuts off models with metastable vacuum was found for the two doublet model [18, 19] . This criterion can be verified using LHC data.
C. The problem of classification of symmetries and study of their consequences was considered in the quark sector of multidoublet models [21] . The general results concerning possible symmetries for an arbitrary number of doublets were obtained. The most interesting examples of 3HDM and 4HDM were analyzed. The method used leads to results without computer calculations, opening a direct way to neutrino models.
Inert doublet model
The inert doublet model is a serious candidate to the description of dark matter [22] . This model is described by a special variant of 2HDM, where one Higgs field φ S is the same as in the minimal Standard Model and the other Higgs field φ D does not have a vacuum average and does not interact with fermions. The corresponding Lagrangian is given by eqs. (1), (4) with φ 1 → φ S , φ 2 → φ D , m 12 = 0, λ 6 = λ 7 = 0.
The parameter λ 5 can be taken real and negative. In addition, we assume λ 4 + λ 5 < 0. Below, the following notation will be used:
The requirement of the positive potential at large semiclassical fields imposes the constraints λ 1 , λ 2 > 0 and R > −1. The potential has a pair of Z 2 symmetries (under the transformation φ S → −φ S , φ D → φ D ), which is called S symmetry and D symmetry (under the transformation φ S → φ S , φ D → −φ D ). The Yukawa interaction breaks S symmetry, whereas D symmetry is exact, ensuring conservation of the D parity under this transformation. The model can pretend to describe dark matter with the set of parameters such that φ D = 0 and φ S = v/ √ 2. At this minimum of the potential, D symmetry remains exact and S symmetry is broken by the Yukawa interaction and by the choice of the minimum of the potential. The masses of fermions are expressed in terms of φ S as in the Standard Model. To implement this state and a neutral particle for dark matter, the parameters of the potential should satisfy the conditions m 2 11 > 0;
Expansion (8) now becomes
Here, h is the standard Higgs boson with the mass M h = 125 GeV; D, D A , and D ± are physical particles with the masses M D , M A , M ± ≡ M + , respectively; 
Interactions with the Higgs boson h are diagonal in each of the fields D, D A and D ± . To describe them, the constant λ 3 should be added to the constants obtained from the measured masses of the particles. At M D < 60 GeV, measurements of the invisible decay h → DD, e.g., in the e + e − → Zh → ZDD reaction will allow determination of λ 3 .
• Strongly interacting dark matter [25] . The complete set of quadratic interactions between D particles has the form
Differences of the masses of D particles are independent on λ 2 . Their coupling constants to gauge bosons and to the standard Higgs boson h are independent on λ 2 . Thus, large λ 2 values corresponding to strongly interacting dark matter are not excluded. This interaction at low energies of colliding D particles is repulsion (λ 2 > 0). At high energies, attraction can appear with the formation of resonance states, as was discussed for possible strong interaction in the Higgs sector of the Standard Model (see, in particular, recent work [26] ). In this case, further studies are necessary.
Measurement of the masses of D particles
The D + D − pair is produced at the ILC linear collider with the appropriate energy in e + e − collisions with the cross section close to the cross section for the e + e − µ + µ − process. These cross sections are very large for the ILC. Pairs of hadronic jets will be observed (hadronic decay modes of W), as well as leptons from the D + → DW + decay. The total energy of the observed particles is much lower than the total energy of the collision and their total transverse momentum is quite high. If the energies of hadronic jets produced from the decay of W could be accurately measured, the measurement of the boundaries of the corresponding energy distributions would make it possible to determine the masses of D + and D. Unfortunately, such accurate measurements are impossible. Only the energies of leptons (e.g., muons) from the decay of W can be measured well. Simple kinematic analysis shows that the energy distributions of muons have reliably determined singularities (peaks and kinks), measurement of which will allow accurate determination of the masses of D + and D [27] . This kinematic analysis is independent of the spin of D particles and can be applied in the case of fermion dark matter (e.g., if D is neutralino and D ± is chargino). In the latter case, the cross section for the e + e − → D + D − process is at least twice as large as the same cross section for scalar particles. Thus, after the determination of the masses of particles from the kinematic singularities, even rough measurement of the cross section will make it possible to determine the spin of D particles [27] . More detailed calculations for the IDM (but without study of aforementioned singularities of the energy spectra of an individual lepton) were performed in [28] .
Phase states of the Universe in the IDM
The ground state of the Universe in the period of cooling after the Big Bang is determined by the minimum of the Gibbs potential
The Gibbs potential for the IDM in the first nontrivial approximation at quite high temperatures has the form of Eq. (4) with the same coefficients λ i , but with the mass term depending on the temperature:
Here, g and g ′ are the standard gauge coupling constants of the electroweak theory while g t ≈ 1 and g b ≈ 0.025 are the coupling constants of the t and b quarks with the Higgs boson 1 . In view of positivity constraints, c 1 + c 2 > 0 [23] . Conditions (14) can be violated at finite temperatures. In this case, the properties of the ground state can be significantly different from the present properties [29] .
All extrema of the IDM potential are easily obtained because it has a simple structure. These extrema are listed below with the corresponding values v i = √ 2 φ i and energy of the ground state E [23] :
. • EW symmetric state EW s EW s EW s. This extremum exists at any parameters of the potential. It conserves the D and S symmetries of the potential, and is a minimum realizing vacuum at m
In this vacuum all particles are massless except for scalar doublets with the masses |m 11 |/ √ 2 and |m 22 |/ √ 2.
• Inert state I 1 I 1 I 1 . The properties of this state are described in Section 6. It is the ground state (vacuum) under conditions (14) .
In two other phases described below, there are no particles having the properties of dark matter.
• Inert-like state I 2 I 2 I 2 . At first glance, the properties of this state are similar to the properties of the inert state with the change D ↔ S. However, S particles in this state that are similar to D particles in the inert state interact with fermions, which remain massless. The conditions of realization of the state I2 as vacuum are similar to conditions (14):
• Mixed state M. In this state, both D and S symmetries are broken. Here, the masses of fermions are expressed via their present values as m f,M = m f (v S /v). The standard expansion near this extremum gives Goldstone bosons G ± , G 0 , charged Higgs bosons H ± , a pseudoscalar particle A with the masses
and two scalar particles h and H with the masses
According to Eq. (20), if the mixed state gives a minimum of the potential, this minimum is global; i.e., it is vacuum. This occurs under the conditions |R| < 1 and
• Degeneracy of the mixed state [25] . The height of the energy barrier between the states M + and M − is given by the energy of a saddle point between them, i.e., by the extremum next in magnitude in Eqs. (20) . The height of this barrier E B is
9 Evolution of the phase states of the Universe
The possible phase history of the Universe within the IDM will be described below under the assumption that the present state is the inert vacuum I1.
It is convenient to use the phase plane (µ 1 (T ), µ 2 (T )), where
with the functions m 2 ii (T ) defined by Eq. (19) (the argument T is omitted in the present µ i values). The present state of the Universe is shown in the figures by the black point P n = (µ 1 , µ 2 ), where n is the number of the point. Now, in the inert phase, µ 1 > 0. The parameter µ 2 can be both positive (points P 1 and P 3) and negative (points P 2 and P 4). At R > 0, we have c 2 > 0 and c 1 > 0 [23] , and in the initial state of the Universe (T → ∞) we have m 2 11 < 0 and m 2 22 < 0; i.e., this initial state has electroweak symmetry. In accordance with Eq. (19) , the evolution of the Universe is described by the ray nm, which ends at the point P n (m is the number of the type of ray). The arrow in this ray corresponds to an increase in the time (a decrease in the temperature). The directions of the rays are given by the parametersc 1 
• For the case R > 1 R > 1 R > 1, the phase diagram is shown in left plot of Fig. 1 . It contains one quadrant with the EW s phase and two sectors with the phases I 1 and I 2 . These sectors are separated by the phase transition line µ 1 (T ) = µ 2 (T ) (thin black line). Two typical possible present day states are represented by the points P 1 (µ 2 > 0) and P 2 (µ 2 < 0) while the possible types of evolution are given by the rays 11, 12, and 21. 
with the order parameter 
That is EWSB phase transition of the second order with the order parameter η EW 2 ∝ φ D = v D , which is represented by the mass of the Higgs boson M hD . Upon the further cooling, the Universe goes into the inert phase I 1 at µ 2 (T ) = µ 1 (T ), i.e., at the temperature
That is a first order phase transition with the latent heat
Near this phase transition, the usual formation of bubbles of a new phase occurs, which is manifested in the present spatial structure of the cosmic microwave background. This transition can occur at much lower temperature than the EWSB phase transition in the Standard Model.
• For the case 1 > R > 0 1 > R > 0 1 > R > 0, the phase diagram is shown in right plot of Fig. 1 . In addition to the phases of the preceding case (left plot), a new (grey in figure) sector with the mixed M phase appears in the upper right quadrant; according to Eq. (25) , its boundaries are given by the relations Two typical possible present day states are shown by the points P 3 (µ 2 > 0) and P 4 (µ 2 < 0) and the rays 31, 32, and 41 represent the possible paths of evolution.
Phase evolution for the 31 and 41 rays is similar to that at rays 11 and 21 in left plot.
Ray 32 (c 2 /c 1 < m The phase transition I 2 → M ± occurs at the temperature mixed phase M near I 2 → M transitions is built from domains of 3 types, that are I 2 phase domains (obliged by fluctuations of the temperature and density), and domains M + and M − with the height of walls between domains ∝ η 4 2,M . The spatial distribution of these domains varies continuously. The characteristic correlation radius of a domain is R c (T ) ∝ 1/η 2,M ∝ 1/ |T 2 − T 2 2,M |. With further cooling, I 2 domains become less energy preferred, their number is decreased, the M + and M − domains are "tempered"; i.e., the height of walls between them increases. Domains are transformed to bubbles with the surface tension σ s ∼ E b R c . The curved surface of such bubbles produces pressure ∼ σ s /r, where r is the local radius of curvature. Large domains absorb small domains owing to this pressure. The local velocity of a domain wall is about the speed of light c. At the same time, the global mixing process is a slow diffusion process with the characteristic time ∼ (R/c) R/R c , where R is the characteristic dimension of the inhomogeneity of the Universe.
When the temperature decreases below T 2,1 , evolution of domains proceeds by the inverse way with the change in the order parameter η 2,M → ηM, 1.
• At 0 > R > −1 0 > R > −1 0 > R > −1, the phase diagram is similar to that in right plot of Fig. 1 , but with an important change: the region of the mixed phase covers the entire upper right quadrant, expands beyond it, and is located between the rays µ 2 > µ 1 /R and µ 2 > µ 1 R. Furthermore, the inequality c 2 /c 1 < 0 can be satisfied in this region. In this case electroweak symmetry of the initial state of the Universe is broken and new types of phase evolution appear starting from the initial inert-like phase I 2 and arriving at the present inert phase I 1 either through the mixed phase (as the 12 ray) or through the intermediate phase with electroweak symmetry (two second order phase transitions).
• The presented picture leaves many interesting questions for further studies. Variants with the transition through the mixed phase or with a first order phase transition.
Depending on the parameters of the model, the last phase transition in the Universe can occur at quite low temperature.
What is the relation between the rate of diffusion equalization of fluctuations and the expansion rate of the Universe? Are there scales at which inhomogeneities of the Universe exist at present?
Variant with the transition through the mixed phase. How long do footprints of "tempering" of domains hold in the inert phase?
